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Abstract-Interpretation of remotely sensed images and air photographs, compilation
of geological and topographical maps, morphostructural and fault kinematic
observations and 14C dating reveal that, besides obvious climatic influences, the
lake water extent and sedimentation in the closed hydrological system of Lake
Rukwa is strongly influenced by tectonic processes. A series of sandy ridges,
palaeo lacustrine terraces and palaeounderwater delta fans are related to an Early
Holocene high lake level and subsequent progressive lowering. The maximum lake
level was controlled by the altitude of the watershed between the Rukwa and
Tanganyika hydrological systems. Taking as reference the present elevation of the
palaeolacustrine terraces around Lake Rukwa, two orders of vertical tectonic
movement are evidenced:
i) a general uplift centred on the Rungwe Volcanic Province between the Rukwa and
Malawi Rift Basins; and
ii) a tectonic northeastward tilting of the entire Rukwa Rift Basin, including the
depression and rift shoulders.
This is supported by the observed hydromorphological evolution. Local uplift is also
induced by the development of an active fault zone in the central part of the
depression, in a prolongation of the Mbeya Range-Galula Fault system. The Ufipa
and Lupa Border Faults, bounding the Rukwa depression on the southwestern and
northeastern sides, respectively, exert passive sedimentation control only. They
appear inactive or at least less active in the Late Quaternary than during the previous
rifting stage. The main Late Quaternary tectonic activity is represented by dextral
strike-slip movement along the Mbeya Range-Galula Fault system, in the middle of
the Rukwa Rift Basin, and by normal dip-slip movements along the Kanda Fault, in
the western rift shoulder. © 1998 Elsevier Science Limited.

Resume-L'interpretation d'imageries satellitaires et de photographies aeriennes. la
compilation de cartes geologiques et topographiques, des observations
morphologiques et cinernatiques des failles et des datations au 14C montrent que,
en dehors des influences climatiques evidentes. l'etendue lacustre et la sedimentation
dans Ie svsterne hydrologique ferrne du lac Rukwa sont influences par la tectonique.
Une serie de rides sablonneuses (sandy ridges), de terrasses et de deltas sous
lacutres fossiles sont mis en relation avec un ancien haut niveau du lac Rukwa au
Holocene precoce, et son abaissement progress if. Le niveau lacustre maximum eta it
controle par I' altitude du seuil de partage des eaux entre les bassins de Rukwa et
Tanganyika. En prenant comme reference l'elevation des terrasses paleolacustres
en bordure du bassin de Rukwa, deux types de mouvements verticaux sont mis en
evidence:
i) un soulevement en forme de dome, centre sur la Province volcanique du Rungwe,
entre les bassins de Rukwa et de Malawi; et
ii) un basculement vers Ie nord-ouest de I'ensemble du bassin de Rukwa, y compris
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avec les epaules de rift, mais sans mouvement differentiels entre les epaules et la
depression.
Ceci est deduit de I'observation de l'evolution hydro-morphologique. Un soulevernent
local est egalement associe aune zone de faille active dans Ie centre de la depression,
en prolongement du svsterne faille du Mbeya Range-Galula. Les failles bordieres de
Ufipa et l.upa, qui limitent la depression de Rukwa, respectivement au sud-ouest et
au nord-est, n'exercent qu'un controls passif de la sedimentation. Elles apparaissent
inactives ou moins actives durant Ie Quaternaire tardif que dans Ie stade de rittoqenese
precedent. l.'ectivite recente principale est representee par des mouvements
decrochants dextres Ie long du svsterne faille de Mbeya Range-Galula, au centre du
bassin de Rukwa, et par des mouvements normaux Ie long de la faille de Kanda,
dans lepaule ouest du bassin de Rukwa. © 1998 Elsevier Science Limited.

(Received 3 March 1997: revised version received 4 October 1997)

INTRODUCTION
The tectonic depression of Lake Rukwa belongs
to the western branch of the East African Rift
System (McConnell, 1972). The Rukwa Rift
Basin is located in the relay zone between the
Tanganyika and Malawi (Nyasa) rift valleys (Fig.
1). With the latter it forms the Tanganyika
Rukwa-Malawi (TRM) lineament trending
northeast. Kazmin (1980) first proposed that the
TRM lineament formed an intracontinental
transform fault zone, along which the Rukwa
Rift Basin is believed to have opened as a pull
apart basin in an oblique, northwest-southeast
extension. This model was adopted by
Chorowicz and Mukonki (1980) and supported
by many others on the basis of the analyses of
satellite images, the observation of fault slip
indicators in the Precambrian basement along
the major border faults and the interpretation of
industrial seismic profiles (e.g. Tiercelin et al.,
1988; Kilembe and Rosendahl, 1992; Wheeler
and Karson, 1994). In contrast, Morley et al.
(1992) favoured an opening of the Rukwa Rift
Basin in a northeast-soutwest direction, sub
orthogonal to its general trend.

The major problem with the proposed
mechanisms is the lack of precise timing. Mbede
(1993) insists on the multistage evolution of the
Rukwa Rift Basin, with various extension
directions during its evolution since the Late
Palaeozoic. In the Rungwe Volcanic Province and
in north Malawi, Delvaux et al. (1992) and Ring
et al. (1992), recognised several changes in
kinematic regime during the Late Cenozoic.
Palaeostress investigations in dated sediments
and volcanics and the use of the inverse method
for stress reconstructions (as in Angelier, 1989)
showed that the Late Tertiary period (Late

Miocene-Pliocene) is characterised by a semi
radial extensional stress field, with the opening
of both the northwest trending basins (Rukwa
Basin, Songwe Valley, Livingstone Basin) and
the northeast trending Usangu depression
(Delvaux et al., 1992). In the Middle Pleistocene,
a stress inversion led to a new, strike-slip stress
regime with a north-south horizontal principal
compression. The kinematics of faulting changed
completely. Normal faulting along the major fault
zones ceased, or was strongly reduced, and only
some of them were reactivated by strike-slip
faulting (dextral movement along northwest
trending faults and sinistral movement along
northeast trending faults). This kinematic change
was correlated with a similar change that
occurred in the Kenya Rift at the same period
(Strecker et al., 1990; Delvaux, 1993a).

In this study, the Late Quaternary active
tectonics and lake level change of the Rukwa
Rift Basin are investigated to help answer the
following questions;

i) what is the expression of Late Quaternary
tectonic activity and how does it differ from the
older tectonic activity?

ii) where is the main fault activity at the
surface?

iii) were the major rift border faults still active
in the Late Quaternary?

iv) what is the Late Quaternary kinematics of
faulting?

v) what kind of vertical movement affects the
area? and

vi) what are the respective roles of active
tectonics and climate in controlling the recent
sedimentation and hydrology of Lake Rukwa?

Presently Lake Rukwa is a closed hydrological
system, however during an earlier more humid

Figure 1. Simplified neotectonic map of the Rukwa Rift and surrounding area in the western branch of the East African Rift
System.
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climatic phase it overflowed into Lake
Tanganyika. A series of palaeolacustrine terraces
and sandy ridges are well preserved along the
flanks of the rift and in the valley floor. The
altitude of the upper terrace and sandy ridge
can be correlated with the altitude of the
watershed. The age of the last high stand of
the lake is estimated at the Early Holocene, also
corroborated by preliminary 14C dating. The
altitudes of the lacustrine terraces with reference
to the present lake level reveal differential vertical
movements since the last high lake stand. This
is also supported by the long-term trends in
hydromorphological evolution and the defor
mation of palaeoerosional surfaces. Observation
of tectonic deformation in the lacustrine terraces
and in the recent sediments of the lake floor
have allowed the identification of active faults.
Morphostructural and microstructural investi
gations were made to determine the Late
Quaternary fault kinematics.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The northwest trending Rukwa Rift Basin is 360
km long and 40-60 km wide. It is occupied in its
eastern part by a wide but shallow lake, whose
water level presently lies at an average elevation
of 802 m. The lake level and the surface area
occupied by the water change rapidly due to
climatic fluctuations. The lake, which now
covers about half of the depression, was almost
dry during the preceding century, but used to
occupy almost the whole basin in the Early
Holocene (Kennerley, 1962).

The Rukwa Rift developed within the
northwest-southeast trending Palaeo proterozoic
Ubende Belt, from which it reactivates mainly
Neoproterozoic sinistral shear zones of the same
trend (Theunissen et al., 1992; Lenoir et et.,
1994; Theunissen et el., 1996). The northwest
trending Rukwa depression is bordered on its
northeastern side by the Lupa Fault and the
Tanzanian Craton, and on its southwestern side
by the Ufipa Fault and the Ufipa uplifted block.
The stratigraphy and structure of the Rukwa
depression is relatively well known (Wescott et
aI., 1991; Morley et al., 1992; Kilembe and
Rosendahl, 1992). The depth of the Precambrian
basement ranges from 4000 m in the northern

half, to 11,000 m in the southern half (Peirce
and Lipkov, 1988; Morley et al., 1992). The
overall structure is mostly that of a symmetric
graben in the northern part of the depression,
grading into two opposing half-grabens in the
southern part, with diverging dips of sedimentary
layers towards the border faults. At the
southeastern extremity of the depression, the
two half-grabens are progressively isolated from
each other by the Mbozi block. The eastern branch
(Songwe Valley) is connected to the northern
extremity of the Malawi Rift (Livingstone or
Karonga Basin) and to the transverse Usangu
depression, in the Rungwe Volcanic Province. The
western branch (Msangano Trough) dies out
progressively to the southwest.

The earliest sedimentary record within the
Rukwa Graben consists of deposits of the Late
Carboniferous to Early Jurassic Karoo
Supergroup. The next sedimentary unit is the
fluviatile Red Sandstone Group of controversial
Late JurassiclEarly Cretaceous or Miocene age
(Dypvik et al., 1990; Wescott et al., 1991;
Kilembe and Rosendahl, 1992; Mbede, 1993;
Damblon et al., 1998). A shallow lacustrine to
fluviatile environment was then established, with
the deposition of Pliocene-Early Pleistocene Older
Lake Beds and Late Pleistocene-Holocene
Younger Lake Beds (Quennell et al., 1956).

Volcanism in the Rungwe Province started in
the Late Miocene, about 8 Ma ago, and is still
active in the Holocene (Ebinger et al., 1993).
Williams et al. (1993) reveal the presence of
discrete ash horizons in Holocene sediments from
northern Lake Malawi, providing evidence for at
least six eruptive episodes in the Rungwe
volcanic field between 9000 and 150 yr. BP.
The youngest tuff deposits in the Rungwe area
have 14C ages of around 11,000 yr. BP (Crossley,
1982; Ebinger et al., 1989) and the youngest
eruption occurred in the Kiejo volcano, 200 years
ago (Harkin, 1960).

Recent tectonic activity in the Rungwe region,
which acts as a structural link between the north
Malawi and Rukwa Rift Basins, was
demonstrated by Delvaux and Hanon (1993).
Recent and active faults, fossil travertine, active
hydrothermal springs and gas vents, Late
Quaternary volcanic eruptions and seismicity
attest to this neotectonic activity. A local

Figure 2. Hydromorphological map of the Rukwa Rift Basin showing the succession of sandy ridges and swamps of decreasing
altitude from the northern extremity of the Rukwa Depression to the present-day northern shore, and the surface occupied by
water in 1950, 1977 and 1984. Circled numbers indicate sites cited in the text. 1: Luika River falls; 2: Saza River falls; 3:
Mkwajuni; 4: fault scarp between Luika and Saza Falls; 5: Kilamba River falls near Muse; 6: Kavuu River section near Rungwa
Ridge; 7: Kanda Fault scarp near Sumbawanga; 8: Kanda Fault scarp near Kaengesa; 9: Njelenje (Mbya Range Fault); 10:
canyon of the Song we River; 11: canyon of the Ipwizi River. S: Sumbawanga; T: Tunduma; M: Mbeya.
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network of seismic stations operating since 1992
in the Mbeya area provides evidence for high
seismic activity (Camelbeeck, 1992; Camelbeeck
and Iranga, 1996). Moderate to large
earthquakes periodically hit the region (e.g.
Ambraseys and Adams, 1991).

The Neotectonic period is considered here to
correspond to the last first-order geodynamic
regime that affects the region under
consideration. For the Rukwa-Malawi region, the
last change in tectonic regime is believed to have
occurred between 1 and 0.5 Ma (Delvaux et al.,
1992; Ring et al., 1992), and therefore the
Neotectonic period covers the Middle
Pleistocene-Holocene.

PALAEOLACUSTRINE TERRACES AND LAKE
LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS

This section investigates the palaeolacustrine
terraces and Late Quaternary lake level
fluctuations in the Rukwa depression,
considering successively the sandy ridges in the
basin floor, the watershed and palaeolacustrine
terraces along the basin flanks, and terminating
with an age estimation of the last high stand of
the lake. The elevations used here were either
taken from the 1:50000 topographical map of
Tanzania or measured at ± 10m accuracy with
an altimeter calibrated to the lake level.

Sandy ridges and palaeo-outlet of Lake Rukwa
In the basin floor, north of Lake Rukwa, well
defined, slightly curved low ridges are evidenced
in air photos and Landsat MSS images. Some
are mentioned on geological and topographical
maps as "Sandy Ridges". They are almost
perpendicular to the rift trend and were
interpreted by Tiercelin et al. (1988) as curved
normal faults. Following this interpretation and
assuming that the Lupa and Ufipa Faults have a
dextral strike-slip movement, Tiercelin et al.
(1988) further suggested that the Rukwa Rift
depression developed as a typical pull-apart
basin. A different interpretation of these ridges
will be given here.

Detailed examination of Landsat images and
topographical maps reveals a succession of
curved ridges of decreasing elevation from the
northern extremity of the Rukwa depression to
the present-day lake (Fig. 2). The floor of the
depression on which they lie slowly but regularly
descends towards the southeast. The most
prominent of these ridges are the lIyandi Ridge
(980-998 m a.s.I.), the Major Maimba Ridge
(920-927 m a.s.I.) and the Rungwa Ridge (840
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m a.s.l.). In addition, less pronounced ridges are
found at 900 m (Lower Maimba Ridge), 880
and 860 m a.s.1. For reference, the lake shore
was at ± 802 m a.s.1. in the years 1977-1978.
These ridges are separated by 10 to 45 km,
with a total distance from the lIyandi Ridge to
the northwestern shore of Lake Rukwa of 115
km. The ridges modify the drainage pattern and
small lakes or swamps often develop behind
them. Examples are the Katavi Lake and swamp
north of the lIyandi Ridge, the Chada Lake and
Nsakasa Mbuga behind the Major Maimba Ridge
and the Isimba swamp behind the unnamed ridge
at 860 m a.s.1. (Fig. 2). Direct field observation
of the lIyandi and Rungwa Ridges has shown
that they are relatively symmetrical, up to 40 m
high and composed mostly of sand.

Based on these characteristics, the "Sandy
Ridges" are unlikely to be tectonic scarps
associated with curved normal faults. They are
interpreted here as abandoned shore lines caused
by the stepwise retreat of the lake. They resemble
offshore sand bars that form by the combined
action of waves and wind when the water depth
is shallowing to a critical value, causing the waves
to break. Typical swampy pools have formed
behind the sand bars and are isolated from the
open lake. Such modern equivalents are known
from both the northern end of Lake Malawi (Nyasa)
in Matema and Lake Tanganyika (southern side
of the Mahali uplift). They are all orientated at a
high angle to the long axis of the lakes and
subjected to strong winds.

The watershed between the Rukwa and the
Tanganyika drainage basins lies at an elevation
of 970-980 m a.s.l. at the western extremity of
the lIyandi sandy ridge. It separates the swampy
area belonging to the Rukwa depression at 953
m a.s.1. from the swamps of the Kinywangiri
Mbuga (762 m a.s.l.), which feeds the Nkamba
River. The latter flows westwards to Lake
Tanganyika (762 m a.s.I.) via Karema (Fig. 2).
The lIyandi sandy ridge develops mostly above
980 m a.s.I., culminating at 998 m a.s.l..
therefore, there can be little doubt that the lIyandi
Ridge corresponds to the uppermost level of Lake
Rukwa and formed when it was overflowing into
Lake Tanganyika through the watershed. The
top of the lIyandi Ridge is a few metres higher
than the probable corresponding lake level, as
is normally the case for such sand bars.

Palaeolacustrine terraces along the Lupa and
Ufipa Border Faults
Along the escarpments of both the Lupa and
Ufipa Border Faults, palaeolacustrine terraces are
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Figure 3. Lupa Fault scarp near Mkwajuni: morphostructural map interpreted from air photographs and field observations
(indices 1-4 in Fig. 2). Location of sections for Figs 4 and 5.

observed locally, in connection with the main
drainage lines from the Lupa and Ufipa Plateaus.
The main rivers developed waterfalls of a few
tens of metres, when crossing the fault
escarpments (e.g. the Saza and Luika Rivers
along the Lupa Border Fault and the Kilambwa
and Mbede Rivers along the Ufipa Border Fault).

Along the Lupa Border Fault, Quaternary
deposits are found at the mouth of important
rivers emerging from the escarpment (Fig. 3).
They lie against the fault and have the
characteristic shape of a horse shoe with a
waterfall in the centre. They are made of
lacustrine and fluvial deposits. The surface of
these deposits, departing from the escarpment,
display a step-like profile gently sloping towards

the lake. They are interpreted as sediments
deposited under a higher lake level, forming
underwater delta fans at the mouth of the rivers
flowing through the fault scarp. The observed
deposits lie undisturbed against the fault
escarpment, apparently sealing the Lupa Border
Fault. Air photo interpretation and direct field
observations reveal no traces of neotectonic
activity in these deposits.

The palaeodelta fans have a typical stepped
profile in different places along the Lupa Border
Fault, probably corresponding to a series of
lacustrine terraces of decreasing altitude,
developed during the stepwise progressive
lowering of the lake level. At the mouth of the
Luika River (index 1 in Figs 2 and 3), the top of
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LUPA FAULT ESCARPMENT (Saza falls)

Figure 4. Schematic cross-section of Quaternary deposits at the Sasa falls location (index 2 in Figs 2 and 3.)

Figure 5. Schematic profile at the base of the Lupa Escarpment between Luika and Saza falls (index 4 in Figs 2 and 3).

the water fall is at 840 m a.s.1. At the Saza Falls
(index 2 in Figs 2 and 3; Fig. 4), the top of fault
scarp is at 850-855 m a.s.l., the upper surface
of Quaternary deposit against the fault scarp is

404 Journal of African Earth Sciences

at 840 m a.s.I., an intermediate terrace is at
830-835 m a.s.1. and the lower terrace is at
820 m a.s.1. At Mkwajuni Village (index 3 in
Fig. 3), a similar alluvial fan of sand and pebbles
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UFIPA FAULT ESCARPMENT

Figure 6. Schematic cross-section of the Quaternary deposits at the base of the Ufipa Fault scarp, north of Muze (index 5 in
Fig. 2). Terraced profile of the underwater palaeodelta.

is observed along the Lukolongo River, with the
summit of the fault scarp at 900 m, and gently
sloping surfaces at 840-860 m (upper terrace)
and 810-815 m a.s.1. The base of the fault scarp
between the Luika and Saza Deltas (index 4 in
Fig. 3; Fig. 5) also have a stepped profile, with
gently sloping surfaces to 840, 830-835 and
815 m a.s.l. All these altitudes are remarkably
coherent. This suggests a past succession of
high lake levels at 840-860 m, 830-835 m and
810-820 m a.s.1. along the central portion of
the Lupa Border Fault.

Along the Ufipa Border Fault, at the mouth of
the Kilambwa River falls near Muze Village (index
5 in Fig. 2), a palaeounderwater delta fan also
abuts the base of the fault scarp (Fig. 6). No
evidence of recent faults cutting the Quaternary
deposits was found. Any tectonic mobility along
this escarpment should therefore be on smaller
and much younger faults in front of the main
escarpment and terraces. There is thus a
similarity with the opposite side of the Rukwa
depression, along the Lupa Fault, however the
terraces and waterfalls are at a higher elevation
with respect to the ones on the Lupa side. Near
Muze, the terraced surfaces gently sloping
toward the valley axis are at 1000 m (uppermost
one, at contact with the fault scarp), 925-930
m, 905 m, 880-870 m and 850 m (village) a.s.1.
This relative difference in elevation will be
discussed later.

Water level fluctuations in the Holocene
The palaeodelta fans and sandy ridges are
evidence of a higher lake level. The maximum
altitude of their occurrence (990 m at the

northern extremity of the Rukwa depression)
corresponds to the lowest altitude of the
watershed between the Rukwa and Tanganyika
drainage basins (between 969 and 980 rn): This
suggests that at that the time of the high lake
level, the water of the Rukwa Rift Basin was
flowing out to Lake Tanganyika, via the
Kinywangiri swamps and the Nkamba River.

The high lake stand in the closed East African
lakes could be achieved by an increase in
precipitation and/or a decrease in evaporation,
both resulting from climatic changes (Haberyan
and Hecky, 1987). In much of East Africa, arid
conditions prevailed before 20,000 yr. BP, when
most lake levels were low (e.g. Scholz and
Rosendahl, 1988). The last major humid climatic
phase in Central Africa is known to have
occurred between 12,000 and 9000 yr. BP,
maybe up until 7000 yr. BP in places. This is
indicated by a high lake level in Lakes Victoria
(Adamson et el., 1980) and Kivu (Haberyan and
Kecky, 1987), by low sedimentation rates in
Lakes Kivu and Tanganyika (Haberyan and
Kecky, 1987) and by trace element analysis in
the Nile Delta sediments (Hamroush and Stanley,
1990). Also in Lake Magadi (south Kenya), an
Early Holocene wet phase corresponding to
laminated clays and zeolites is 14C dated to 9120
yr. BP (Butzer et al., 1972). Detailed sediment
ological and geochemical analysis of two cores
from Lake Magadi document a wet and high lake
level between 12,000 and 10,000 yr. BP
(Damnati and Taieb, 1995). For Lake Malawi,
major recession had already occurred in 10,740
± 130 yr. BP (Owen et al., 1990; Finney and
Johnson, 1991), although this lake is known to
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have a slightly different evolution than the lakes
north of it.

The high lake level in Lake Rukwa might
correspond to this Late Quaternary climatic
optimum, between 12,000 and 9000 yr. BP.
This is supported by a new 14C age of 9615 ± 95
yr. BP, obtained on a charcoal sample taken from
the highest terrace near Muze (1000 m a.s.l.:
index 5 in Fig. 2). This result fits remarkably
well with the 14C age of 9740 ± 140 yr. BP on a
mollusc shell from a mollusc rich layer on top of
the lacustrine sequence, south of Galula (Clark
et al., 1970). From the description of Clark et
al. (1970) and the observations made in this
study, the elevation of the sampling site should
be at 900-920 m a.s.l., not far from the Lake
Rukwa high stand. This age may date the
emergence of this area at that time, and the
corresponding palaeolake level.

A high lake level in Lake Rukwa during 12,700
and 4400 yr. B.P. had already been inferred by
Haberyan (1987) on the basis of fossil diatom
assemblages in a 23.1 m sediment core from
Lake Rukwa. Since then, Lake Rukwa dried out
progressively and became a closed hydrological
system. It has completely dried out at least three
times since 3300 yr. B.P. (Talbot and
Livingstone, 1989). In recent times, from 1740
to 1840 AD, Lake Rukwa was again completely
dry (Owen et et., 1990). Since then, the surface
occupied by the lake is progressively increasing,
as shown by a compilation of lake contours from
cartographic documents and satellite images
(Fig. 2). The 1:120000 geological maps of the
Tanganyika territory, based on an aerophoto
graphical survey made in 1950, show two
isolated pools separated by a zone of seasonal
flooding. The 1:50 000 topographical maps of
Tanzania, based on a new aerophotographical
survey in 1977, show a greater and unified lake.
A Landsat MSS image taken in 1984 during the
same season shows that the lake has continued
to expand in the northern plain and near Ivuna.
During the last field work in June-July 1994, it
was observed that the contour of the lake is a
little wider, mainly at both extremities where
the floor of the depression is very flat.

ACTIVE FAULTING
The tectonic activity of the Rukwa-Mbeya region
is demonstrated by its high seismicity, often

characterised by unusually deep hypocentres of
15-35 km (Camelbeeck and Iranga, 1996) and
by field observations made during the geological
mapping of this area. In this section evidence is
examined for possible modern tectonic
movements along the major rift faults: the Lupa,
Mbeya Range-Galula, the Ufipa and the Kanda
Faults (Figs 1 and 2).

The Early Holocene lacustrine terraces
mentioned above will be used as a stratigraphical
reference to evaluate the recent tectonic activity
along the Lupa and Ufipa Faults. The Mbeya
Range-Galula Fault will be investigated using
morphostructural and microstructural observa
tions, and the results of a high resolution seismic
survey made by Cermicola et al. (1996) in the
southern part of Lake Rukwa.

In several places, microstructural data were
collected on minor faults with slip indicators,
conjugated pairs of joints and single joints. They
were used to identify the kinematics of faulting
and to differentiate between normal and strike
slip faulting. Additionally, they were inverted to
determine the reduced palaeostress tensors
following the method of Angelier and Mechler
(1977) and Angelier (1989), using the TENSOR
program (Delvaux, 1993b). Although palaeo
stress reconstruction is not the main topic of
this paper, the palaeostress results represent
additional constraints for the tectonic
interpretation. More details of this method are
provided in Delvaux et al. (in press).

Lupa Fault
The Lupa Fault separates the Rukwa Rift Basin
from the Tanzanian Craton and the Lupa block
(Fig. 1), topped by the African I lateritic
morphological surface of Late Miocene age (King,
1963). The fault appears relatively rectilinear,
but in detail it is composed of several curved
segments (Fig. 3). It is associated with a well
expressed morphological scarp up to 200 m high.
To the southeast the scarp progressively fades
out and disappears near Mbeya. In between, the
Lupa Fault splays in several segments also
running inside the Lupa block, and some of them
continue into the Usangu depression. The seismic
activity recorded by the Mbeya seismic station
is precisely concentrated along some of these
lateral branches (Delvaux and Hanon, 1993).

The structure of the Lupa Fault itself is made
of a series of thin (1-5 m). steeply inclined (45-

Figure 7. Lupa Fault scarp near Mkwajuni: fault kinematics and stress tensor reconstruction from data of the Luika River falls
(index 1 in Figs 2 and 3). Stereograms (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) with traces of fault planes, observed slip lines and slip
senses; histogram of observed slip-theoretical shear deviations for each fault plane and stress map symbols. Rose diagrams
of the dip and strike of fault planes and joints, and inclination and azimuth of slip lines.
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Late Quaternary tectonic activity and lake level change in the Rukwa Rift Basin

65°) tectonic slices of basement rock (massive
granite in the investigated area). The few slip
lines observed on these slices provide dip-slip
to oblique-slip directions. The inclination of the
fault plane and the presence of curved fault
segments are typical for normal faulting in an
extensional stress regime (e.g. Stewart and
Hancock, 1991). In addition, the tectonic slices
cut older minor fault planes with well expressed
slip lines, indicating a dominant strike-slip
movement (Fig. 7). These observations are in
accordance with the succession of (1) strike
slip and (2) normal faulting, described by Tiercelin
et at. (1988) for the Lupa Fault.

Using the Late Quaternary lacustrine terraces
as a reference, the major normal faulting along
the Lupa Fault seems to have occurred before
the Early Holocene. The observed terraces lie
undisturbed against the major fault scarp. Limited
tectonic movement might have occurred at the
foot of the scarp since the deposition of the
terraces, but more detailed analysis of air
photographs, field geology, topographical
measurements and trenching are necessary to
solve this issue. In any case, examination of
available air photographs reveals no evidence
for large recent offsets. In particular, horizontal
displacements can be excluded for the Late
Quaternary. No offset of drainage, no pull-aparts
or push-ups, typical of strike-slip faults (e.g.
Sylvester, 1988) are evident. This is especially
the case near Saza Falls, where the fault scarp
presents a series of curved sections without
perturbations of the sedimentary layers resting
on it. It is clear that no important tectonic activity
occurred along this portion of the Lupa Fault
after the deposition of the alluvial fans into the
former lake with higher water level. However, it
cannot be ruled out that some recent movements
may have occurred on some still undetected fault
inside the graben. A shift of faulting with time
towards the centre of the depression is
commonly observed in normal faulting (e.g.
Stewart and Hancock, 1991), or in the case of
kinematic inversion (e.g. Ring et al., 1992).

Ufipa Escarpment
The Ufipa Escarpment is up to 1000 m high
above the lake level and bounds the
southwestern side of the Rukwa Rift. The latter
is comparable to the Lupa Fault, but less
continuous (deep valleys cut through the range
front) and rectilinear. Based on seismic reflection

profiles (e.g. Morley et al., 1992; Kilembe and
Rosendahl, 1992), the total vertical offset of
the Ufipa Fault (2-4 km) is less than that of the
Lupa Fault (4-11 krn), but the total vertical relief
difference is much greater (1000-1200 m) than
that of the Lupa scarp (100-200 rn). As for the
Lupa scarp, field observations and
aerophotographical interpretation reveal the
absence of significant vertical or horizontal
movements displacing the Late Quaternary
deposits along the Ufipa Fault scarp.

Mbeya Range-Galula Fault Zone
The Mbeya Range Fault (Figs 2 and 9a) runs
along the southwestern foot of the northwest
southeast trending Mbeya Range. It is an uplifted
basement block protruding the main Lupa
Escarpment between the Rukwa Rift Basin and
Mbeya. The summit of the Mbeya Range (2818
m a.s.l.) lies above the mid-Miocene reference
surface of the African I laterite peneplain, which
has an elevation of 1300-1600 m a.s.l. in the
adjacent Lupa block and 1600 m a.s.l. in the
Mbozi block. The uplift of the Mbeya Range
caused the narrowing of the Rukwa depression
at its southeastern extremity, which is thereby
restricted to the 10 km-wide Songwe-Rukwa
Valley.

The Mbeya Range appears to be an uplifted
basement block tilted to the northwest. On air
photographs, the northeastern flank looks like a
strongly tilted remnant of the African I peneplain
(Fig. Ba). The southwestern flank is bounded by
a weakly inclined normal fault with dip-slip
slickensides (Fig. 8b). This flank corresponds
therefore to a major fault scarp in which
intermediate steps are recognised (Fig. 8a).

The foothill of the Mbeya Range scarp along
the southwestern flank has steep triangular spurs
which, although partly following a pre-existing
structural grain, on the whole strongly suggest
a recent rejuvenation of the range front (Fig.
8a). A survey conducted in the Njelenje area at
the contact between the basement and
Quaternary deposits did not reveal any evidence
of recent tectonic movement, however the area
is covered by thick vegetation and agricultural
activities may shroud some critical exposures.
The steep slope along the faceted spurs, almost
free scarp faces at their base, and the general
morphology with back-tilted faulted Quaternary
surfaces, suggest some recent movements in
the area. The presence of push-up slices of the

Figure 8. continued. (c) Fault kinematics and stress tensor reconstruction for site DD604: older normal faulting and younger
strike-slip faulting (location in a).
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Late Quaternary tectonic activity and lake level change in the Rukwa Rift Basin

basement rocks covered by Quaternary deposits
in front of the main scarp, secondary oblique
trending faults and displaced river valleys are
suggestive of a strike-slip component. A small
quarry excavated in a limonitised rock along the
fault plane (index 9 in Fig. 2) shows the presence
of two generations of minor faults: a dip-slip
and a strike-slip system with right-lateral
movement along the trend of the Mbeya Range
Fault (Fig. 8c). Cross-cutting relationships allow
the strike-slip system to be defined as the
youngest.

In the valley floor, in the continuation of the
Mbeya Range Fault, minor faults with slip
indicators and joints were observed in the Late
Quaternary volcanic, lacustrine and fluvial gravel
beds in the canyons of the Ipwizi River (index
11 in Fig. 2; Fig. 9a) and in one tributary of the
Songwe River (index lOin Fig. 2; Fig. 9b). These
observations suggest a northwestern continuation
of the Mbeya Range Fault Zone, at least up to
the Galula Village.

The Mbeya Range-Galula Fault Zone probably
continues beneath the lake along the same trend.
This is ascertained by a high resolution seismic
survey in the southern half of Lake Rukwa,
recording the upper 200 m of sediment
(Cermicola et et., 1996). A series of steeply
dipping faults have affected the uppermost
reflectors and are typically syndepositional with
the youngest lake sediments (Cermicola et al.,
1996).

In the multichannel seismics carried out by
AMOCO in the same area, Morley et al. (1992)
demonstrates the existence of an important fault
line that affects most of the sediment infill in a
positive flower structure. However, the
multichannel seismics probably did not record
the upper layer. The faults seen on the high
resolution seismics might well be branched to
the deeper flower structures.

The palaeostress tensors obtained for the
three sites along the Mbeya Range-Galula Fault
Zone (Njelenje, Ipwizi River and Galula) display
both principal compression (0,) and extension
(0) horizontal stress axes, indicating a
prevalent strike-slip style of deformation. The
SHmax (0) axes trend north-northeast - south
southwest, ranging from N05°E to N39°E and
the SHmin (03) axes trend west-northwest - east
southeast, ranging from N096°E to N125°E.
The relative succession of (i) normal faulting
and (ii) dextral strike-slip faulting observed in
Njelenje, at the foot of the Mbeya Range, is
in full agreement with the previous results from
palaeostress investigations for the Late

Quaternary period in the Mbeya area (Delvaux
et al., 1992).

Kanda Fault
The Kanda Fault (Figs 1 and 2) appears to be
the most active structure in the Rukwa area. It
runs almost continuously for about 180 krn. from
near Tunduma to north of Sumbawanga. The
Kanda Fault dissects the Ufipa Plateau along its
trend, between the Rukwa and Tanganyika Rift
Basins. The height of the free scarp face
decreases progressively towards the northwest,
from about 50 m near Mpui to a few metres
near Sumbawanga. In some segments the
faulting appears to be distributed on several
subparallel scarps that look younger towards the
valley axis. Elsewhere, the faulting is
concentrated on a single plane. It strikes
generally to the northwest-southeast and dips
to the northeast, displacing the laterite surface
related to the African I mid-Miocene peneplain
of King (1963). On its hanging wall side a large
"Mbuga" (swamp) corridor forms a perched
depression at the top of the Ufipa Plateau. Two
other similar faults are known further west: the
Mkunda and Mwimbi Faults (Fig. 2). They all
affect the drainage pattern profoundly.

The Kanda Fault is hosted either in the
basement gneisses or in the Karoo sediments.
To the north it is linked with the fault structure
that affects the Namwele coal field. The Kanda
Fault is described by van Loenen and Kennerley
(1962) as reactivating an ancient structural line.
Microstructural indicators found along the Kanda
Fault (Fig. lOa) and the in Namwele coal field
near Sumbawanga, the structure of the coal field
itself (McConnell, 1947) and the presence of
isolated lenses of Karoo sediments along the
Kanda Fault near Sumbawanga all suggest that
an important right-lateral strike-slip movement
occurred along this line, after the deposition of
the Karoo beds (Late Carboniferous-Permian).
The presence of the laterite surface truncating
all these structures constrains the age of the
strike-slip activity as pre-Middle Miocene. It is
likely that this movement took place before or
at the beginning of the Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous phase of denudation revealed by van
der Beek et al. (1998) by apatite fission track
thermochronology. Recent activity along the
Kanda Fault is dominantly dip-slip, displacing the
laterite surface.

An important section across the fault zone
is exposed along a trench of the road that
climbs the fault scarp near Kaengesa (index 8
in Fig. 2; Fig. lOb). The difference in elevation
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Late Quaternary tectonic activity and lake level change in the Rukwa Rift Basin

Figure 11. Digital shaded topographical model of the southern extremity of the Rukwa Depression, computed from digitised
1:50 000 topographical maps.

between the surface topping the footwall and
the pounding area in front of the scarp is about
30 m. Several minor fault planes parallel the
main escarpment with one displacing the top
of the basement by 1.5 m of vertical offset.
A weathered mylonitic gneiss, topped by a
thick soil, is found opposite fluvial and
lacustrine deposits dragged and tilted near the
fault. A sample of charcoal collected in the
fluvial deposit, just on the footwall of the
scarp, yielded a radiocarbon age of 8340 ± 700
yr. BP (Vittori et el., 1997). This is a maximum
age for the major event that caused this
dislocation. It should not be very far from the
maximum age, since this sample comes from
the first sediments deposited after the
escarpment formation.

At the same location a few metres below, a
layer of black organic clay covers the footwall
basement. It yielded a radiocarbon age of 13,600
± 1240 yr. BP (Vittori et al., 1997). The fluvial
deposit above the fault scarp also contains debris
of a similar organic rich black clay, suggesting
that this layer was originally continuous and
disrupted by the 8340 ± 700 yr. BP event. These
Late Pleistocene-Holocene deposits now hang
more than 15 m above the present valley floor,
suggesting a Holocene slip rate of more than
1.0 mm a'.

Due to its high rate of activity in the recent
times, the Kanda Fault may have produced the
1910 Rukwa M 7.4 earthquake, whose
instrumental epicentre was located very near the
fault (Ambraseys, 1991). The Kanda Fault is then

Figure 10. Kanda Fault. Fault kinematics and stress tensor reconstruction near Sumbawanga (site DD393, index 7 in Fig. 2):
older transpressional faulting and younger transtensional faulting.
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comparable with the 100 km long Bilila
Mtakataka normal fault in southern Malawi,
along which occurred the march 9 (M = 5.7) and
March 10 (M = 6.1) earthquakes (Jackson and
Blenkinshop, 1997). More details on the recent
activity of the Kanda Fault are provided in Vittori
et al. (1997).

VERTICAL MOVEMENT AND REGIONAL
TILTING

The elevation of the highest lacustrine terraces
and sandy ridges at different locations around
the Rukwa depression is not constant.
Preliminary altitude measurements, using an
altimeter calibrated to the lake level, reveal that
the terraces along the central part of the Lupa
Fault, at the northeastern side of the depression
(840-860 m a.s.l.). are more depressed than the
terraces against the Ufipa Fault, on the opposite
side (up to 1000 m). The upper terraces along

the Lupa Fault are more elevated towards its
southeastern termination, in the direction of the
Rungwe Volcanic Province (900-950 m) and at
the northern termination of the Rukwa
depression (llyandi sand ridge: 980-998 m). This
indicates that the northeastern central part of
the Rukwa depression is presently subsiding
relative to the rest of the depression. This
interpretation supposes that all the highest
terraces at each site and the highest sandy ridges
were formed at the altitude of the outflow sill of
Lake Rukwa during the last humid period, in the
Early Holocene. However, some terraces may
have not been deposited at this time and others
may have been entirely removed by erosion,
depending on local conditions. In the absence
of the precise stratigraphy and morphology of
the terraces, stratigraphical markers and
systematic 14C dating, it is necessary to look for
other clues to the recent differential vertical
movements.
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Evidence for the northeastward tilting of the
southern part of the Rukwa Rift Basin is best
provided by the morphology and asymmetry
of the basin floor topography (Fig. 12). The
northeastern side of the Rukwa depression is
mostly occupied by water and swamps, with
the lake extending very close to the Lupa
Escarpment. The southwestern side of the
depression is a dry plain, with deeply incised
rivers in the Late Quaternary sediments. The
Ipwizi, and Momba Rivers are incised into the
Rukwa lake beds for more than 20 m, and the
Songwe River up to 80 m (Fig. 11).

The Late Quaternary regional tilting of the
Rukwa Depression is in accordance with long
term differential vertical movements between
the Ufipa Plateau and the Lupa Plateau, with
reference to the African I (mid-Miocene) laterite
peneplain. In the Lupa Plateau this surface is
sloping progressively westwards, from 1570 m
near Chunya, 25-30 km west from the Lupa

Fault scarp, to 900-1000 m a.s.l. near the fault
(Fig. 12b). Residual inselbergs from an older
peneplain surface range from 1725 m to 1400
m a.s.1. In the Ufipa Plateau, the laterite African
I surface lies at 1800-1900 m a.s.1. at
Sumbawanga near the Ufipa Escarpment, and
decreases westwards to 1500 m a.s.1. at
Namanyere towards Lake Tanganyika.

At the southern end of the Rukwa
Depression, a broad zone of doming has
developed in the vicinity of the Mbeya Range
uplift. The dome coincides with the Mbeya
Range-Galula zone of active strike-slip
dislocation. This doming causes an uplift in
the axial part of the depression. This has
caused divergent tilting of the former lake
floor, with apparent deepening towards the
Lupa and Ufipa Border Faults. This is
particularly well illustrated by the northeast
flowing Ipwizi River, which has deeply incised
into the Quaternary sediments (Fig. 11).
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Preliminary analysis of the high resolution
seismic profiles in Lake Rukwa (Cermicola et
el., 1996) suggests that sedimentation in the
southern part of the lake is controlled by a
combination of subsidence towards the Lupa
Border Fault and uplift in the central part of the
depression. The upper sedimentary layers in the
central part of the depression are strongly
affected by faulting and associated deformation,
while they are less disturbed and progressively
thicker towards the northeastern margin. Recent
subsidence associated with normal faulting
along the Lupa Border Fault can be invoked to
explain the progressive thickening of the
sedimentary layers towards the northeast.
However, the lack of marked recent tectonic
activity along this border fault, and the presence
of the active Mbeya Range-Galula dislocation
zone in the axial part of the depression, favour
the idea that the tectonic factor controlling the
sedimentation is a combination of axial doming
(uplift) linked to the Mbeya Range-Galula
dislocation zone and subsidence in the area of
the Lupa Border Fault in the region of Galula
Mkwajuni. This means that the basin floor and
rift shoulder subside together, restricting fault
movement between them.

This differential movement can be related to a
combination of large scale tilting of the central
part of the depression towards the northeast
and general uplift of the southeastern extremity
of the depression. The latter is in agreement
with the Quaternary uplift centred on the Rungwe
Volcanic Province (Delvaux and Hanon, 1993),
whereas the former is similar to the tilting of
the Kyela plain at the northern extremity of the
Malawi (Nyasa) Depression (Delvaux and Hanon,
1993). It is also revealed by morphostructural
and high resolution seismic investigations (de
Vos, 1994).

This asymmetric subsidence may also reflect
a possible local post-rift subsidence of this
region. Post-rift subsidence may be driven by
an isostatic response to sedimentary loading and
by thermal relaxation, contraction of the
lithosphere and compressional intraplate stresses
(Cloetingh and Kooi, 1992; Ziegler, 1996). In
fact, most of the subsided area corresponds to
the thickest Cenozoic sedimentary accumulation,
up to 7 km according to Morley et al. (1992).
Moreover, the region has been submitted to
compressive intraplate stresses since the Middle
Pleistocene (Delvaux et et., 1993). However,
more investigations and kinematic modelling are
necessary to understand the causes of these
vertical movements.
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SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Results of morphostructural investigation reveal
that the major border faults of the Rukwa Rift
Basin underwent moderate tectonic activity in
the Late Pleistocene-Holocene. Observation of
the palaeolacustrine deltas and sandy ridges
along the margin of the Rukwa Depression allows
the recognition of both climatic and tectonic
effects.

Long term variations of water level and areal
extent of the lake are indicated by palaeo
lacustrine terraces 60 to 170 m above the
present-day level of the lake and up to 115 km
north of its present northern shore. Short term
fluctuations of the lake surface are recorded by
historical and cartographic documents and
satellite images. The higher level of terraces and
sandy ridges corresponds to the altitude of the
watershed, over which water from Lake Rukwa
was outflowing into Lake Tanganyika during the
last humid period. The high lake level in Lake
Rukwa is preliminarily dated as Early Holocene.

The present altitude difference of the highest
terraces in several locations around the Rukwa
Depression indicates that substantial differential
tectonic movement occurred in the Holocene.
The terraces along the escarpment of the Lupa
Border Fault, on the northeastern side, are more
depressed than the ones along the escarpment
of the Ufipa Border Fault on the southeastern
side. This demonstrates an active northeastward
tilting of the entire depression, including both
the rift shoulder and the adjacent depression
floor. Along trend, the terraces against the Lupa
Border Fault are also more depressed in the
centre of the depression than in both extremities.
This may reflect the doming associated with the
Late Quaternary activity of the Rungwe volcanic
centre.

The kinematics of faulting along the major
faults of the Rukwa Rift Basin are more complex
than previously thought. An earlier episode of
strike-slip faulting can be seen from slickensides
present in the footwall of the Lupa Border Fault,
and along the Kanda Fault in the Ufipa Plateau.
Strike-slip faulting along the Kanda Fault
displaced the Karoo sediments of the Namwele
coal field, but did not affect the mid-Miocene
laterite crust of the Ufipa Plateau. Along the
Lupa Border Fault, normal faulting occurred later
than strike-slip faulting and seems to be related
to the deposition of the Late Cenozoic lake beds.
The Mbeya Range appears to be a strongly
uplifted and tilted block formed by asymmetric
normal faulting. The normal fault system was
reactivated in a right-lateral way in recent times.
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In the Late Quaternary, both the Lupa and
Ufipa Fault scarps appear to be weakly active.
Geomorphology, air photographs and field work
have failed to prove the presence of any recent
movement in the Late Quaternary. In the
southern extremity of the Rukwa Rift Basin, an
axial zone of active deformation can be observed
in Landsat (TM) imagery, field work and high
resolution seismic profiles in the lake itself. It
corresponds to a right-lateral northwest trending
strike-slip fault system, disrupting the
Quaternary lake beds in prolongation of the
Mbeya Range Fault. On the Ufipa rift shoulder,
the Kanda Fault, together with the Mkunda and
Mwimbi Faults, form an active normal fault
system. Movement along the former may have
caused the M 7.4 Rukwa earthquake of 13
December 1910.

In conclusion, the major border faults seem
inactive or weakly active and the brittle
deformation is transferred to the centre of the
depression (Mbeya Range-Galula Fault Zone) and
to the southwestern rift flank (Kanda Fault). The
Late Quaternary tectonics of the Rukwa region is
characterised by a complex combination of strike
slip and normal movements between the Mbeya
Range-Galula and the Kanda Fault Zones. Active
deformation is also expressed by regional tilting
of the whole rift depression and the doming
associated with the Rungwe volcanic activity.

Besides a marked climatic control of the lake
water level fluctuation and sedimentation, the
sediment transfer was and is strongly controlled
by tectonic activity. Vertical differential tectonic
movements control the location of the
depocentres and uplifted parts of the basin floor.
In consequence, the Late Quaternary
sedimentation and lake level in the Rukwa Rift
Basin are controlled, besides the obvious climatic
factors, by active tectonics.
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